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POWl'IR AMPTiIPIl'IRr!

1. CLASSIFICATION OF POWER AMPLIFIERS

Amplifiers may "be classified according to the way they are biased,

1.1 Class A Amplifiers

cut-off
BE

Fig. 1 - Class- A amplifiers

Fig. 1 shows a transistor biased under Class A conditions. Collector

current flows over the conrplete cycle of the input wavefom. The

transistor is normally biased to produce minimum distortion of the

input.

I.
1,2 Class B bias

cut-off

Fig. 2 - Class B bias

BE
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In Clacn the trsinaistor is biased at cut-off hence collector

current only flows over the positive going half cycle of the input

waveform. In AF amplifiers 'push-pull* operation must be used or

the output will be severely distorted.

1.3 Class C bias

A transistor in Class C is biased below cut-off and collector current

flows for less than half a cycle of the input waveform. This class of

bias is normally used only in transmitter RP stages and in oscillators

where hi^ Q tuned circuits can be used to reject harmonics generated

by the non-linear amplification.
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2, EFFICIENCY

Conversion efficiency of a power amplifier can "be defined as:

Efficiency = Amplifier ac output never
dc power supplied

2,1 Ihe efficiency of a Class A transformer loaded amplifier

W

Load line

Fig 5, -• Transformer load Class A amplifier

If the dc resistance of the transformer primary is negligahle then

under qiuescent conditions the collector current is Iq and the
collector potential will he approximately

Thus the dc power supplied to the transistor is

equal to 1^ x V ^ cc

The ac output power = I (rms) x V (amis)
= I X V

where I^ and V equal the peak amplitude of the output signal.
Q cc ^

The Tng-g-TTTn-iTn efficiency = ac output power
dc power supplied

= I^ X V - I^ X V
cc • Q cc

w

Maximum efficiency= 509«
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2,2 Efficiency of a transformer loadad Class B pTish-pull amplifi.er

Variation in I

Variation in V

^0€ld

Fig, 4 - Class B nush-pnll

The do power supplied "by the au^lifier

= V X 2 max
CO —-—

Tt

The ao output power

= ̂max X
72-
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This maxiraum efficiency will he = ac output power
dc power supplied

= I xV 12V I
mav CO • CO max

V2 TE

= 7t = 78.5%
4

2.5 This s\aggests that Class B gives a hi^er efficiency than Class A

operation resulting in;

a. Less power taken from the dc supply

h. Zero power consumption under no signal conditions.

c. Less heat dissipated in the transistors.

2.4 Class A amplifiers can also he operated in push-pull. This forfeits

any improvement in efficiency hut improves linearity; even harmonic

distortion is reduced.
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5. TRAHSFOBMERLBSS OUTPUT STAGES

3.1 Class A conn3lementa3:y push-pull

+0.7V

-0.7VI

Class B conrDlementary push-pull

I

cross-over

distortion

Fig 5. - ConTDlementary emitter follower output stages
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5.2 In Class A "both transistors conduct. This requires a "base-emitter

"bias of +0.7V and -0.7V for the NPN and PUP transistors respectively.

The signal voltages are fed to the transistors in phase, one transistor

increasing in conduction as the other decreases and vice-versa,

3,5 Applying only the ac signal to both transistors, but with no do bias

will put the transistors into Class B, This arrangement causes

*cross-over* distortion, the gain of each transistor falling as its

collector current appraoched zero. This can be overcome by passing

a small dc current throu^ the transistors under quiescent conditions.

The transistors effectively work under class B during large input

signal swings and under Class A during small ones. This bias

condition is referred to as class AB bias

Ice )

Fig 6 - Cauacitive coupled outuut stage

5.4 ■'ise of split rail power supplies can be avoided by capacitively
coupling the output stage to the load. The emitters of the transistors

Y
would be normally set at cc under qxiiescent conditions, hence the

2 V
maximum output voltage applied to the load will be ±

cc
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3.5 The capacitor C woald normally "be a large value electrolytic capacitor

which must he ahleto withstand the peak voltages applied to it and pass

the ac currents taken by the load.
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4. DC STABILISATION

4.1 The dc voltage required to produce a given value of collector

currrent in a transistor falls with rise in temperature; thus with

a fixed value of hase—emitter biasi^ the value of the quiescent

collector current in power transistors can rise significantly as

they heat up. Two common methods of stabilising the quiescent

conditions are to use either diodes or a multiplier in the bias

circuit.

bias

voltage

Fig 7 - Diode stabilization

4.2 The two silicon diodes in the bias chain are placed on the same

heat sink as the output transistors and the dc voltage across the

diodes is used to bias the transistors. The pd across the diodes

falls as they heat up keeping the current in the transistors constant
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4.3 The small value emitter (0.5 - 5^) resistors swamp any differences in

the dc emitter characteristics of the transistors. This helps to

ensure that under quiescent conditions the mid point "between the

two transistors remains at "V • cc

2

COMSTAiaT YOITAGE SOTIRCE (Y^ Mnltinlier)
4.4 The Y multiplier allows the quiescent current in the transistors to EE

"be set more accurately than in the diode circuit.

I V

Pig 8 - multiplier

4.5 With reference to Pig 8. If the "base current « I then the

transistor collector—emitter voltage

^CE = I
and

hence = I (R^ + ̂2^ ~ ^2
R,

hence (^1 +

if ~ ^CE ^^BE

4,6 Adjusting the ratio of R^ to Rg ena"bles to "be adjusted.

"V will vary in line with any variation in the transistors "V"„ C5E
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II

Fig 9 - Power output stage

W

4.7 Pig 9 shows a power aoaplifier circuit using a multiplier. On

the negative going half cycle of the input waveform T^*s condition
falls and its collector potential rises, cuts-off and conducts,

On the positive going half-cycle cuts-off and conducts.

4.8 To obtain Tnavn'Tmiin output power the voltage swing at the base of T^

should approach hence needs to be a small value resistor.

This causes the quiescent current throu^ T^ to be large, causing
high collector dissipation. The signal will also tend to be

distorted as the ratio of maximum to minimum collector current is

very large. This problem can be resolved by 'bootstrapping* the

top of to the output.
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Load

Fig 10 - Bootstrap connection

4.9 Fig 10 shows ■bootstrapped to the output. Under quiescent conditions
the top of Rj^ will "be at approximately On the positive going
half-cycle of the output waveform the top of will rise to
approximately 1.5V hence the resistor R, can have a relatively CC

hi^ value. This reduces the quiescent current throu^ T^.

4.10 When the potential at the base of T^ rises to approximately V^^
W

the cu3n:ent throu^ Rj^ will be
1.5V - V CO COCC

On the negative going half-cycle of the output when T^ conducts
heavily its collector potential will fall to approximately zero
volts, whilst the potential at the top of Rj^ will fall to V^^ .

Hence the current throu^ Rj^ will be approximately V^^- 0 = V
CC
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The effect of the "bootstrap feedback is to keep the ciarrent

throu^ constant and hence thr amplification of transistor T^
becomes more linear.

PA, Lacy/SJW
4th December, 1980


